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2016 Convergence
Gold & Silver: 3--6 Month Surges!
Jan. 2016 - Gold & Silver have triggered 1--4 week, 3--6
month, 6--12 month & 1--2 year buy signals, providing powerful
price-action validation to cycle analysis for 2016 to be The
Golden Year (when Gold & Silver are projected to experience
the largest & longest advances since 2011).
Gold precisely reached (and held) it’s primary 2015 downside target - and the 2nd target for its 3--5 year downtrend - at
1033--1045/GC. That should be viewed as MAJOR support for
2016… and the likely floor from which this expected bull market
emerges. The following is a recap of recent analysis, provided to
bring newer readers up to speed...

01-04-16 - Happy Golden Year! No, that is not a reference to another national or ethnic calendar… but
rather a reinforcement to cycles that have been discussed the past ~5 years.
Simply put, long-term cycles in Gold & Silver - that projected an overall decline from 3Q 2011 into/
through 2015 - have led to the conclusion that those metals would not be able to experience a sustained (3+month) advance until 2016.

The Time Has Come
That does not mean that I expect Gold & Silver to suddenly skyrocket into the stratosphere. If anything,
2016 should provide a precursor to what is expected in the ensuing years.
It is the year when the first believable signs of a bottom (in precious metals) are expected to materialize.
However, it is likely to be a very volatile year as the bulls begin to feel some new life as the bears struggle to
maintain a stranglehold on metals...
(Continued on page 2)
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Exit 2015
2016 ushers in a long-awaited period when multiple cycles & trends have
been/are expected to take hold.
Even though preceding peaks or
troughs were likely in 2015, the oftrepeated refrain has been that patience
was recommended & the convincing
moves would not materialize until 2016.
That also applies to equity markets - that
were projected to see 15--20% declines
in the middle part of 2015… but wait
until 2016 to see more significant declines.
The following are a few of the expectations that have been discussed
throughout the past 1--3 years… and
which apply to 2015/2016:

Food Crisis 2016/2017 Update
1-04-16 - No sooner did the Dec. 2015 issue go out,
when I was alerted to a corroborating article published in
the Guardian on Dec. 2nd - confirming two key analyses.
In one fell swoop, its title validated the 40-Year Cycle
and the increasing potential for an impending Food Crisis…
Titled: “Earth has lost a third of arable land in past 40
years, scientists say”, the article discussed the rapid degradation of top soil around the globe - detailing erosion that is
occurring at about 100 times the rate of new soil formation.
One of the primary culprits - the overuse & overfertilization of farmland - is exactly what has been described
in INSIIDE Track analysis of the past 3--4 years.
That article can be read at http://
www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/02/arableland-soil-food-security-shortage. IT

-- Stock Indices would see an initial
15--20% drop in the middle third of
2015 (May--August, likely extending into lateSept.) but that would be followed by a strong
advance in 4Q 2015.

Food Crisis - in 2016--2017 (and beyond).
-- Dollar Index would surge into 2015 and
then see a final advance into 2016.

The ‘real trouble’ has been projected to
wait until after mid-Dec. 2015 - when all the
bearish cycles would then be in synch - to materialize.

-- US Dollar - and its role as global reserve
currency - would see deterioration take hold in
2016… as competing nations unite to combat
Dollar hegemony. Cycles in Russia & China - as
well as Saudi Arabia & Syria - would come to a
head in 2016.

-- Gold & Silver would extend their multiyear decline into/through 2015 and a sustained
rally was not expected until 2016.

-- A new - and potentially culminating warm-up could be seen in 2016 and/or 2017,
providing rationale for alarmist reactions (even
though little additional warming has been seen
since the late-1990’s spike, following the previous El Nino) and helping to trigger a Food Crisis.

From a price perspective, 1033--1045/GC
was the primary downside objective for 2015
and the secondary downside target for the entire
2011--2015 decline.
-- Grains & many commodities would extend their deflationary declines into/through
2015 - with some waiting until Nov. or Dec. 2015
to bottom. That would set the stage for an inflationary advance - likely coinciding with a new
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-- A culmination of Euro selling could be
seen in 2016 and trigger more drastic measures
(that ultimately lead into Unity Cycles in 2018--
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First, they were alienating Russia (see 2014
analyses).

2021).
-- Related Middle East unification cycles
(Arab Unity Cycles in 2018--2021) would also
come into greater focus as escalating turmoil is
seen first.

Then, non-OPEC (in particular, the US fracking industry) members became their target.
Then ISIS - as they claimed to have forged a
34-nation coalition, that was quickly denied by
some of the alleged members.

A Clash of Civilizations
While many of these cycles may seem like
routine market cycles - that recur every decade or
so - the significance is in the synergy.

Now, it is Iran and the Shiites, as Saudi executed a controversial ‘terrorist’.
Of course, even OPEC members - like
Venezuela - are feeling the sting of Saudi’s decisions (and plummeting oil prices).

The late-2010’s are simultaneously the convergence of 40-Year, 100-Year, 200-Year (and
longer) Cycles that portend a dramatic global geopolitical (and geophysical) shift.

With Russia, Iran, Syria & Venezuela all feeling animosity toward Saudi Arabia, how long will it
be before upheaval mysteriously takes hold in
that pivotal Middle East nation.

Like every ‘clash of civilizations’ - from last
century’s two World Wars to every battle throughout history - there are (at least) two sides & two
conflicting perspectives. Otherwise, there would
be no clash!

And all of this is coming to a head… just as
we enter 2016 - The Golden Year (when Syria &
Saudi Arabia cycles converge with those of Gold
& Silver - projecting a seismic shift)...

Isolation in 2016?

2016 is already off to a shaky start. IT

In the past, sides were often chosen based
on regional & geographical concerns or goals.
More & more, it has become all about the
money… leaving geographical concerns to turn
on a dime & shift with barely a warning.

INFLATION MARKETS - M E T A L S
01/05/16 - Gold & Silver are steadily validating the potential for a bottom near current levels. That does not, however, preclude the potential for one or more retests of the lows, with Gold
maintaining its secondary 3--5 year downside
target - and its primary downside target for the
year of 2015 (which was met) - at 1033--1045.0/
GC.

The nation that was considered an ally yesterday is suddenly an antagonist today.
In many cases, large concessions are made
to appease today’s allies and struggle to congeal
the latest multi-national coalition. Every once in a
while, those concessions are refused - laying bare
the true animosity & distrust between competing
nations.

That is where a Major bottom has been considered most likely… and that has not changed.
With Gold attacking the top of that range twice, it
provided minimum fulfillment to that 3--5 year objective.

A perfect current example is that of Saudi
Arabia - who seems to be lining themselves in the
crosshairs of a growing number of ‘antagonists’…
precisely as their national cycles enter a crescendo.
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So, almost all of the downside projections &
objectives have been met. Now price action
needs to signal a reversal higher...
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On a very short-term basis, Gold needs a
daily close above 1088.3/GCG to turn its daily
trend up and give the first confirming sign that
something more than just a 2--4 week bottom is
intact.

Early-Dec. (2nd--4th) was the latest phase of
a ~60-degree low-low cycle & aligned with that 7year cycle (as well as with a 2-year low-low-low
Cycle Progression) - pinpointing the ideal time for
a low.

It triggered an intermediate buy signal in
mid-Dec. but is still needing to confirm that signal...

Platinum spiked to a new low on Dec. 3rd
and has rallied since then. This could prompt an
overall rally into mid-January as the first phase
of a potential multi-month advance.” IT

The best (initial) validation to 2016 analysis that Gold & Silver will see the first 3+-month advances in over 3 years - would be for the weekly
trends to turn up during this initial rally.

Jan. 2016 - Many signs are turning positive
as Precious Metals enter 2016 - The Golden Year.
The most important, as always, is price action which has triggered multiple buy signals in the
Weekly Re-Lay (1--4 week, 3--6 month & 6--12
month signals) and INSIIDE Track (6--12 month & 1
--2 year signals).

Currently, the earliest that is even possible
would be January 22nd… coinciding with intermediate cycles. The new intra-month trends need to
corroborate.
6--12 month & 1--2 year traders & investors
could have begun to accumulate long positions in
Gold & Silver in late-July/early-August.

This sequence of signals adds validity to the
cycle outlook for an initial (2--3 month) surge in 1Q
2016… and then a larger surge in 2Q 2016 - leading into mid-year. 3Q 2016 will be the real revealing time period, if an initial ~6-month rally unfolds.

These can be added to at 1050--1080/GC,
using two weekly closes below 1033.0/GCG as
the trigger to exit (risk point). Due to the risk involved, choose the appropriate vehicle accordingly (metal, ETF, futures, etc.).

Upside targets will be addressed on an ongoing basis - in the Weekly Re-Lay and/or INSIIDE
Track publications. IT

XAU Update: The XAU remains weak, with
a very consistent, 8-year low (4Q 1992)--low (4Q
2000)--low (4Q 2008)--(low) Cycle Progression
that does not come back into play until 4Q 2016.
IF that cycle remains intact, the XAU could
rally in the first half of 2016 - with Gold & Silver and then drop back to its lows, leading into late2016 (potentially coinciding with another significant equity decline).
With the XAU repeatedly testing its Nov.
2000 low - and the lowest point of the past 30+
years - it is likely to mount a sizeable rebound
from this support.
Platinum fulfilled its longer-term outlook for
an overall, multi-year decline into 4Q 2015 - perpetuating a 7-year low-low-low Cycle Progression… that sets the stage for a multi-month/multiquarter bottom.
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Weekly Re-Lay Excerpts
Dec. 9, 2016 Weekly Re-Lay Alert: “The Mid-Dec. Transition Period” “Based on cycles - and some
often-prescient timing indicators - the period surrounding mid-Dec. 2015 has been in focus for over a
year… with that focus growing in intensity during each quarter of 2015.
This represents the time when MANY commodity cycles could begin to turn positive (even though their
precise bottoms could have formed in Nov. or early-Dec.), when Gold & Silver should begin to show early
signs of what is expected in the first half of 2016 & when Stock Indices shift into their second bearish cycle
of the past year (the first being from late-April--late-Sept. 2015)…
Gold & Silver are validating the ~4-month/~17-week cycle that timed the Nov. ‟14 low & was projected to produce subsequent lows in March, July & Nov. „15. As of now, Nov. 27th represents the lowest
weekly close. Leading into the low, Gold attacked & held its monthly HLS - the intra-month extreme downside target for November. It followed that with a spike down to 1045.4/GCG - attacking its final, 3--5 year
downside target at 1033--1045.0/GC.
It would now take daily closes above 1088.3/GCG & 14.640/SIH to turn the daily trends up and signal that at least a 2--4 week bottom is intact. Just as the weekly 21 MARCs have the potential to become a
bullish factor during the next two weeks, the daily 21 MARCs have the potential to become a bullish factor
during the next two+ days.”
Dec. 12, 2016 Weekly Re-Lay: “Gold & Silver are diverging (at least slightly) as Gold enters a multi
-week period when its weekly 21 MAC is poised to flatten and potentially turn higher (due primarily to a
sharp drop in the corresponding weekly 21 MARC)...Combined with Gold steadily rebounding from its intermediate cycle low - in late-Nov. - that further sets the stage for a surge.
That low (Nov. 27th was the lowest weekly close) perpetuated a ~4-month/~17-week cycle that timed
the Nov. ‟14 low & subsequent lows in March, July & Nov. „15. If that low holds, Gold should experience
another 2--3 month rally...Gold attacked & held its monthly HLS in Nov. - the intra-month extreme downside target for that month - and then gave a brief intra-month spike low in December - attacking its final, 3
--5 year downside target (and the primary downside target for 2015) at 1033--1045.0/GC.
With all of these factors arguing for at least a 2--3 month bottom - and at least a 1--2 month rally the only thing left is for price action to confirm. The first level of confirmation would come with a daily
close above 1088.3/GCG - allowing Gold to turn its daily trend up…
3--6 month & 6--12 month traders & investors can begin averaging into long positions in Gold & Silver at these levels (or lower) and hold them until a weekly close below the current lows…
Gold & Silver are diverging near their lows with Silver spiking to new lows as Gold gave a powerful
outside-day reversal on Friday. Gold reinforced its intra-month uptrend while Silver at least avoided turning its intra-month trend down.
So, even though there is some price divergence - Silver has not negated the potential low developing
in Gold. Silver is just waiting before validating it.
1--4 week traders can buy Feb. Gold…” [See Weekly Re-Lay for latest update to this trade.]
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Another Exercise in ‘Connecting the Dots
Dec. 16, 2016 Weekly Re-Lay Alert:
Dot #1 - For over a decade, my analysis has focused on 2013--2017 to usher in a Major transition in the US Dollar - particularly its role in global finance.
This was projected to accompany a strong Dollar rally in 2013--2016, disguising what was going
on behind the scenes & beneath the surface… and then be followed by a potential Dollar Crisis.
Dot #2 - The 40-Year Cycle has provided the strongest clues & corroboration to that analysis linking dramatic decisions, events & agreements that impact the US Dollar and/or global currency (&
Gold).
That 40-Year Cycle pinpoints 2016 as the watershed year (40 years from the Jamaica Accord of
1976… and a sequence of 40-Year Cycles from related events in the ‘6’ years of the applicable decades, dating back to 1776).
Leading into 2016 is one cycle. Leading out of it is the start of a whole new one.
Dot #3 - Intermediate Dollar cycles & indicators projected a strong advance from May 2014 into
early-2015 and then another advance from 3Q 2015 into 2016… with the likelihood of the Dollar’s
rally extending into Nov. 2016 - before a Major top becomes most likely (although technical events &
price action in 1Q 2016 need to be watched closely).
Dot #4 - One of the primary conclusions has been that 2016/2017 would time the increasing realization that a global basket of currencies is likely to diminish (whether or not it completely replaces)
the Dollar’s role as global reserve currency.
The IMF XDR (also known as SDR) has been one of the key alternatives. And that could ultimately morph/evolve into some form of digital currency.
Dot #5 - Leading the charge for that transition, China has been pegged as the ultimate driving
force. Its role in BOTH the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) AND the BRICS’ New Development Banks confirmed this conjecture and triggered the onset of this process, in 2014.
Dot #6 - Corroborating Dot #5, China has a myriad of multi-year & multi-decade cycles entering
a crescendo in 2016/2017 - that have timed a ~200-year rise to global economic power.
Dot #7 - The IMF has just announced that the Chinese Yuan will join the SDR in Oct. 2016.
My… what a coincidence!! And with such perfect cyclic adherence!!!
While all of those dots provide the outline for current & future Dollar expectations, there are
some related dots that should also be considered…
Dot #8 - In order for the IMF to consider the Yuan, China had to adjust its currency approach (Continued on page 7)
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allowing for more market-forces influence to govern the Yuan’s trading. That very adjustment contributed to the August 2015 sharp drop in the Yuan & Shanghai Composite Index, as well as corresponding sharp moves in global equities.
Hmmm… Could 2016 see similar shocks? Crash Cycles??
Dot #9 - Initial considerations seem to point to a weakening Yuan in the near-term, which could
create a classic ‘sell the news, buy the fact’ leading into - and then out of - 4Q 2016.
Dot #10 - Here’s the real intriguing one… There is one presidential candidate - and one political
‘dynasty’ (if ~20 years can be considered a dynasty) - that has been intimately connected with and
implicated in PRC influence-peddling & scandals since the early-1990’s.
In each case, the implications were that of the Red Chinese influencing important decisions &
political events in the US… via that same political entity. As of right now, that political entity is favored
to win the election… in Nov. 2016. Hmmm.
While I hesitate to take Dot #10 any farther - and strongly resist most political discussions or
debates - I also do not ignore potential cyclic fulfillments. The problem with opening that ‘Pandora’s
Box’ is that it immediately triggers some extreme, conspiracy-minded accusations & innuendo that I
would rather avoid. So, just file that one away for future reference.
As I have described this overall scenario in the past, it is like a giant jigsaw puzzle with the
edges and part of the center already assembled. The big question is how some of the specific factors & players will ultimately look. Each time a new piece - or group of pieces - is put into place, some
new information or details is usually revealed.

October/November 2016 is shaping up to be a VERY revealing time!
But, that is waaaayyy in the future (from a futures trader’s perspective), so let’s return to the present…
Gold & Silver are slowly validating the potential for a bottom near current levels. The first validation of that scenario would come if they can give daily closes above 1088.3/GCG & 14.640/SIH.
Gold maintains critical support - and its second, 3--5 year downside target (and the primary downside
target for 2015) at 1033--1045.0/GC…
3--6 month & 6--12 month traders & investors can begin averaging into long positions in Gold &
Silver at these levels (or lower) and hold them until a weekly close below the current lows.
1--4 week traders could have bought Feb. Gold… [See Weekly Re-Lay for latest updates on
this shorter-term trade.] IT

Jan. 2016 - This recent Weekly Re-Lay analysis & trading strategies corroborate the outlook for
2016 - The Golden Year. If ongoing expectations are accurate, Gold & Silver should advance into mid2016 and then pull back into a higher low in 4Q 2016. That coincides with many other cycles, including
Stock Index cycles that pinpoint late-2016 as the most likely time for a convincing sell-off… after 15--18
months of volatile two-sided trading. Gold & Silver’s 3--6 & 6--12 month buy signals - from mid-Dec. increase the likelihood of this scenario and the potential for a ~6-month rally to begin 2016. IT
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2016 Outlook: The Golden Year Recap
11-30-15 - “...the XAU could rally in the first half of 2016 - with Gold & Silver - and then drop back
to its lows, leading into late-2016 (potentially coinciding with another significant equity decline)...
-- 2015 should time a Major bottom in Gold & Silver and 2016 would usher in the first sustained
advance in Gold in several years.
-- The XAU should also rally in 2016 but wait until late-2016 before completing its overall decline.
-- Those advances would be more likely in the first half of 2016… and could last 3--6 months.
-- 2016 could be the first phase of a larger-degree advance in Gold & Silver…
Gold & Silver would likely be setting a secondary low in late-2016…”

Jan. 2016 - Gold, Silver & the XAU are projecting a
strong advance into mid-2016 and an ensuing
(secondary) low in late-2016 - the time when equity
markets have the highest probability for a substantial
decline. Recent 3--6 & 6--12 month buy signals are corroborating that outlook… and focusing on 3Q 2016 as a
pivotal period. IT

Hadik’s Cycle Progression
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